
October 2016 Nonfiction
Title/Author

10-minute makeup : 50 step-by-step looks from fresh and natural to catwalk chic / Boris Entrup.

A dictionary of psychology / Andrew M. Colman.

A dulcimer builder's do-it-yourself guidebook : for the hobbyist woodworker / with Randy Ardie"

A field guide to fantastical beasts  / Olento SalaperÃ¤inen

A kid's guide to keeping chickens / Melissa Caughey.

America the anxious : how our pursuit of happiness is creating a nation of nervous wrecks / Ruth Whippman.

Appalachian health and well-being / edited by Robert L. Ludke and Phillip J. Obermiller

Armageddon : how Trump can beat Hillary / Dick Morris, Eileen McGann.

Attracting beneficial bugs to your garden : a natural approach to pest control / Jessica Walliser.

Auto repair & maintenance / by Dave Stribling.

Basic English grammar for dummies / by Geraldine Woods.

Becoming dad : black men and the journey to fatherhood / Leonard Pitts

Bible. Old Testament. English. Jewish Publication Society (1985). 2014

Biergarten cookbook : traditional Bavarian recipes / Julia Skowronek ; photography by Brigitte Sporrer.

Big history / foreword by David Christian.

Charity and Sylvia : a same-sex marriage in early America / Rachel Hope Cleves

Christmas with Southern Living 2016 : the complete guide to holiday cooking and decorating.

City of dreams : the 400-year epic history of immigrant New York / Tyler Anbinder.

Classic German baking : the very best recipes for traditional favorites... / Luisa Weiss 

Complete cat care / [senior editor, Sam Atkinson].

Cooking for geeks : real science, great cooks, and good food / Jeff Potter.

Cooking for Jeffrey : a Barefoot Contessa cookbook / Ina Garten ; photographs by Quentin Bacon 

Crafty dolls / Jane Bull.

Crochet : the complete step-by-step guide : essential techniques, more than 80 crochet patterns.

Democracy's muse : how Thomas Jefferson became an FDR liberal,,, / Andrew Burstein.

Electronics from the ground up : learn by hacking, designing, and inventing / Ronald Quan.

Encyclopedia of garden plants for every location / editors, Jenny Hendy, Annelise Evans.

Epic tomatoes : how to select & grow the best varieties of all time / Craig LeHoullier.

Essays. Selections

Flyover nation : you can't run a country you've never been to / Dana Loesch.

Fodor's Orlando with Universal, Seaworld, Walt Disney World 25 best : what to see, where to go, what to do 2014

Forever mom : what to expect when you're adopting / Mary Ostyn.

Forks over knives family  / Alona Pulde, MD, and Matthew Lederman, MD

Gem : the definitive visual guide / foreword by Aja Raden.

Ghostland : an American history in haunted places / Colin Dickey.

Groundbreaking food gardens : 73 plans that will change the way you grow your garden / Niki Jabbour.

Grow a little fruit tree : simple pruning techniques for small-space, easy-harvest fruit trees / Ann Ralph.

Guide to the longbow : [tips, advice, and history for target shooting and hunting] / Brian Sorrells.

Guillermo Del Toro's Pan's labyrinth  / by Mark Cotta Vaz and Nick Nunziata 

Guns across America : reconciling gun rules and rights / Robert J. Spitzer.

Handmade interiors.

Heads up philosophy / written by Marcus Weeks ; consultant Stephen Law.

Herbs & spices / Jill Norman ; photography Dave King.

Herbs for children's health  / Rosemary Gladstar.



Hikes in southern New England : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont / David Emblidge.

Hikes in the Mid-Atlantic states : Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York / Glenn Scherer, Don Hopey.

Homegrown berries : successfully grow your own strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, blackberries…

How to make curtains : measuring and making the perfect window coverings... / Rebecca Yaker.

How to make slipcovers  / Patricia Hoskins.

How to mulch : save water, feed the soil, and suppress weeds / Stu Campbell and Jennifer Kujawski.

I am Brian Wilson : a memoir / Brian Wilson ; with Ben Greenman.

Is this thing on? / Abby Stokes ; illustrations by Michael Sloan and Susan Hunt Yule.

Jonas Salk : a life / Charlotte DeCroes Jacobs.

Junk Gypsy : designing a life at the crossroads of wonder & wander / Amie Sikes and Jolie Sikes.

Latin American street food  / Sandra A. Gutierrez.

Long-distance hiking / Dan Feldman.

Mad enchantment : Claude Monet and the painting of the water lilies / Ross King.

Madam President : the secret presidency of Edith Wilson / William Hazelgrove.

Mars : our future on the Red Planet / Leonard David ; foreword by Ron Howard.

Medicine / Steve Parker ; contributors Alexandra Black, Philip Parker, Sally Regan, Marcus Weeks.

Military history : the definitive visual guide to the objects of warfare / senior editor, Gareth Jones.

Mosaic garden projects  / by Mark Brody with Sheila Ashdown ; with photographs by Justin Myers.

Natural beauty / the authors, Susan Curtis, Fran Johnson, Pat Thomas.

None call me Dad / Ky Owen.

Oktoberfest cookbook / Julia Skowronek ; with photographs by Brigitte Sporrer.

Paper craft / senior art editor, Gemma Fletcher.

Playing through the whistle : steel, football, and an American town / S.L. Price.

Prepare your family for survival : how to be ready for any emergency or disaster situation / Linda Loosli.

Privacy in the new media age / Jon L. Mills.

Pure soapmaking : how to create nourishing, natural skin-care soaps / Anne-Marie Faiola 

QB : my life behind the spiral / Steve Young with Jeff Benedict.

Quicken 2016 : the official guide / Bobbi Sandberg.

Quilting : patchwork and appliquÃ©.

Reformers to radicals : the Appalachian Volunteers and the war on poverty / Thomas Kiffmeyer.

Rough guide to Shakespeare

Run to lose  / Jennifer Van Allen and Pamela Nisevich Bede, RD, CSSD.

Runner's world meals on the run  / edited by Joanna Sayago Golub 

Scorched earth : restoring America after Obama / Michael Savage.

Shaken : discovering your true identity in the midst of life's storms / Tim Tebow with AJ Gregory.

Shock and awe : glam rock and its legacy from the seventies to the twenty-first century / Simon Reynolds.

Simple flower arranging / Mark Welford & Stephen Wicks.

Simply samplers : easy techniques for hand embroidery / Cheryl Fall.

Space! / senior editor, Ben Morgan.

Stalin's Englishman : Guy Burgess, the Cold War, and the Cambridge spy ring / Andrew Lownie.

Star Trek encyclopedia : a reference guide to the future / Michael Okuda and Denise Okuda

Star Wars : complete locations 

Star Wars propaganda : a history of persuasive art in the galaxy / Pablo Hidalgo.

Start a community food garden : the essential handbook / LaManda Joy.

Sweaters for dogs : 15 knitting projects to keep your dog cozy and comfortable.

Thanksgiving : the holiday at the heart of the American experience / by Melanie Kirkpatrick.

The Adam quest  / Tim Stafford.



The backyard goat : an introductory guide to keeping productive pet goats / Sue Weaver.

The backyard sheep : an introductory guide to keeping productive pet sheep / Sue Weaver.

The beginner's guide to preserving food at home / Janet Chadwick.

The Civil War : a visual history

The complete book of US presidents / Bill Yenne.

The complete cat breed book / consultant editor, Dr. Kim Dennis-Bryan.

The complete dog breed book / consultant editor, Dr. Kim Dennis-Bryan

The complete running & marathon book.

The day the revolution began : reconsidering the meaning of Jesus's crucifixion / N.T. Wright.

The dictionary of science for gardeners : 6000 scientific terms explored and explained / Michael Allaby.

The homeowner's DIY guide to electrical wiring / David Herres.

The infographic resume / Hannah Morgan.

The lion in the living room : how house cats tamed us and took over the world / Abigail Tucker.

The lost art of reading nature's signs / Tristan Gooley ; illustrations by Neil Gower.

The Magnolia story / Chip & Joanna Gaines with Mark Dagostino.

The making of Outlander : the official guide to seasons one & two / Tara Bennett.

The Mannings : the fall and rise of a football family / Lars Anderson.

The nine of us : growing up Kennedy / Jean Kennedy Smith.

The no time to cook! book : 100 modern, simple recipes in 20 minutes or less / Elena Rosemond-Hoerr.

The original folk and fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm / Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm Grimm

The race for paradise : an Islamic history of the crusades / Paul M. Cobb

The science of Game of thrones / Helen Keen.

The stars / authors, Robert Dinwiddie, David W. Hughes, Geraint Jones, Ian Ridpath, Carole Stott, Giles Sparrow.

The supplement handbook / Mark Moyad, MD, MPH, Jenkins

The tea book / Linda Gaylard.

The travel book : a journey through every country in the world

The writing dead : talking terror with TV's top horror writers / Thomas Fahy.

Think better, live better : deleting negative thoughts, labels, and attitudes / Joel Osteen.

Understanding the religions of the world : an introduction / edited by Will Deming.

Unmentionable : the Victorian Lady's guide to sex, marriage, and manners / Therese Oneill.

Veranda retreats / Mario LÃ³pez-Cordero.

Walkin' with the ghost whisperers : lore and legends of the Appalachian Trail / J.R. Model-T"

Warrior goddess training / HeatherAsh Amara.

Wayfaring strangers / Fiona Ritchie & Doug Orr with the assistance of Darcy Orr ; foreword by Dolly Parton.

Winter stews & one-pot dinners : tasty recipes that fill your belly and warm your heart / Daniella Malfitano.

Woodwork step by step  / writers, Alan Bridgewater [and six others].

World War II : the definitive visual history  / senior editor, Alison Sturgeon ; forward by Richard Holmes.

Yan-kit's classic Chinese cookbook / Yan-kit So.

Yoga : the path to holistic health / B.K.S. Iyengar.



Fodor's Orlando with Universal, Seaworld, Walt Disney World 25 best : what to see, where to go, what to do 2014


